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Attach Recruiting Team or User to Job Requisition 
Overview 
After an Org Chief assigns a Recruiting Team, it can be attached to job requisitions so that team members can participate in recruiting activities or act on behlaf 
of the Org Chief as required. Recruiting Team members inherit the same visibility and permissions as the Org Chief. 

Note: Individual additional users can alse be attached one-by-one within a job requisition to accommodate ad hoc needs on a case-by-case basis. 

Procedure 

1. Click the drop-down arrow next to the main menu on the Home page, and then click Recruiting. 

 

The Job Requisitions screen appears. 

 

 

https://sharedhealthmb.ca/files/sf-assign-recruiting-team.pdf
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2. Click the applicable job requisition. 

 

The Job Requisition Detail screen appears, displaying all information associated with the requisition, organized by headings. 
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3. Scroll down to the Requisition Users heading. 
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In the Requisition Users section, 

4. Click the Re-apply personal preferences link, to attach a Recruiting Team to a requisition after the team has been assigned. 

Note: This process must be completed for each job requisition you want your Recruiting Team to have access to. This is useful if you want to attach the 
same Recruiting Team to job requisitions, and removes the need to enter the name(s) into each requisition. Refer to the Assign or Delete Recruiting Team 
how-to document for information on setting up a Recruiting Team. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://sharedhealthmb.ca/files/sf-assign-recruiting-team.pdf
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OR 

5. Enter the names of one or more additional users you would like to have visibility into the requisition in the Org Chief Team, Manage Additional Users 
field(s). 

Note: This method accomodates ad hoc needs on a case-by-case basis. 

 

Note: Assigning a Recruiting Team is an optional step that allows for delegation of SuccessFactors tasks. This can be useful if you plan to have others 
participate in the recruiting process. For example, to review applicants, identify candidates, or take part in an interview panel. Additional users you add 
within a job requisition will inherit the same visibility and permissions as you for the individual requisition, giving them the ability to perform recruiting 
functions on your behalf.See also the Assign or Delete a Proxy how-to document for an additional delegation option. 

In the Comments section, 

6. Enter comments in the Comments field that may be relevant to the approval process for the job requistion. 

• Comments will be visible to the Org Chief One Up, Finance approver, any additional approvers added to the Route Map, and HR Shared Services.  

After a name is entered into a field, an additional 
field opens to the right, allowing for another 
name to be added to the Org Chief Team. 

https://sharedhealthmb.ca/files/sf-assign-proxy.pdf
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Note: Supporting documents can be 
uploaded and attached to the job 
requisition. 

Certain documents may be required for 
approval, such as approved hiring 
restriction appeal documentation.  

Click  to upload and 
attach supporting documents to the 
requisition.  

See how to Attach or Delete a Supporting 
Document for a Job Requisition for 
detailed instructions.  

 

7. Click Save Changes. 

 
 

Note: Additional users who have been assigned as part of a Recruiting Team will not receive any notification from SuccessFactors. You must advise the 
users you have added them to your Recruiting Team. 

Next Steps 

After a Recruting Team or additional user(s) are attached to a job requisition, they can participate in the recruiting process and/or perform recruiting functions 
on behalf of the Org Chief.  

https://sharedhealthmb.ca/files/sf-attach-document-for-requisition.pdf
https://sharedhealthmb.ca/files/sf-attach-document-for-requisition.pdf
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